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Abstra t

We present a type system that naturally ouples two di erent, and apparently ontradi tory, notions
of inheritan e that o ur in obje t-oriented databases. To do this we distinguish between the type
and a kind of a value. A type des ribes the entire stru ture of a value, while a kind des ribes only
the availability of ertain elds or methods. This distin tion allows us to manipulate heterogeneous
olle tions ( olle tions of values with di ering types) in a stati ally type- he ked language. Moreover,
the type system is polymorphi and types may be inferred using an extension of the te hnique used in ML.
This means that it is easy to express general-purpose operations for the manipulation of heterogeneous
olle tions. We believe that this system not only provides a natural approa h to stati type- he king in
obje t-oriented databases; it also o ers a te hnique for dealing with external databases in a stati ally
typed language.

1 Introdu tion
The term \inheritan e" is used in (at least) two radi ally di erent ways in obje t-oriented databases. In
obje t-oriented languages the term des ribes ode sharing: by an assertion that Employee inherits from
Person in an obje t-oriented language we mean that the methods de ned for the lass Person are also
appli able to instan es of the lass Employee. In databases { notably in data modeling te hniques { we
asso iate sets Ext(P erson) and Ext(Employee) with the entities Person and Employee and the inheritan e
of Employee from Person spe i es set in lusion: Ext(Employee) Ext(P erson).
It seems that these two notions should somehow be oupled, but on the fa e of it there is a ontradi tion.
If members of Ext(Employee) are instan es of Employee, how an they be members of Ext(P erson) whose
members must all be instan es of Person ? One way out of this is to relax what we mean by \instan e of"
and to allow an instan e of Employee also to be an instan e of Person. We an now take Ext(P erson)
as a heterogeneous set, some of whose members are also instan es of Employee. Type systems, however,
an make the manipulation of heterogeneous olle tions diÆ ult or impossible by \losing" information. For
example if l has type list(P erson) and e has type Employee, the result of insert(e; l) will still have type
list(P erson), and the rst element of this list will only have type Person. By inserting e into l the type
system has somehow \lost" part of the stru ture of e su h as the availability of a Salary eld or method. This
problem has been noted in [WZ89℄ and appears both in languages with a subsumption rule [Car88a℄ and in
stati ally type- he ked obje t-oriented languages su h as C++ [Str86℄ whi h laim the ability to represent
heterogeneous olle tions as an important feature. In some ases the information is not re overable; in
others it an only be re overed in a rather dangerous fashion by asking the programmer to re- ast the types
of obje ts on the basis of information that he must make available.
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We present a solution to this problem that allows us to ouple the two notions of inheritan e by using
heterogeneous olle tions. At the same time we shall preserve all the desirable properties of a stati type
system. The solution is developed by formalizing two ideas that are needed in obje t-oriented databases:
the use of a olle tion type su h as a set or list, and
the notion of a \partially spe i ed" obje t.
The se ond of these has been suggested by Cardelli [Car88b℄ in the ontext of a somewhat di erent type
system. We shall formulate these ideas in an extension to a polymorphi type system that the authors
have already developed for database programming [OB88℄. In parti ular we preserve the ability to have
type- he ked polymorphi ode and to retain ML-style type inferen e, whi h relieves the programmer of the
need for \unne essary" type de larations { something highly desirable in query languages { by nding the
most general type of a program.
The way we a hieve this is to in orporate into our type system a distin tion between the type of an
obje t and its kind. In obje t-oriented terminology the former spe i es the lass of an obje t and hen e
its exa t stru ture, while the latter spe i es that ertain methods are available. To des ribe a on rete
notation, we shall start by using re ord types. An assertion of the form e:[Name:string, Age:num℄ means
that e has just a Name and Age eld and no others; this des ribes the omplete type of e. An assertion
of the form e: (<Name:string, Age:num>) means that at least Name and Age elds are available on e.
<Name:string, Age:num> des ribes a kind, whi h we an think of as a set of types { the set of re ord types
that ontain Name:string and Age:num omponents. The distin tion between a type and a kind is that a
type spe i es the exa t stru ture of a value while a kind indi ates that further stru ture an be revealed by
the appropriate operations; i.e. the a tual value of e has only been partially spe i ed. In our development
it will be onvenient to treat kinds, synta ti ally, as distinguished types, and we use the operator , whi h
allows us to mix ( omplete) types and kinds in the same syntax. For example e: () means that e has kind
, and e :
() means that e denotes a set of obje ts ea h with kind .
Kinds are most useful in onjun tion with heterogeneous olle tions, whi h may not have a uniform
type, but may have a useful kind. Thus an assertion of the form e: (<Name:string, Age:num>) means
that e is a set of re ords, ea h of whi h has at least a Name and Age eld, and therefore relational queries
involving only sele tion of these elds are legitimate. To show the use of this, let us assume that the following
names have been given for kinds:
PersKind for <Name:string, Address:string>
EmpKind
for <Name:string, Address:string, Sal:num>
CustKind for <Name:string, Address:string, Balan e:num>
Also suppose that DB is a set of type (any) . The meaning of any is the set of all possible types, so that
we initially have no information about the stru ture of members of this set. The following examples should
give some idea of the use of heterogeneous sets. They are ast in an extension of the syntax of Ma hiavelli,
des ribed in [OBBT89℄, whi h in turn is based on that of ML[HMT88℄.
1. An operation lter  (S ) an be de ned, whi h sele ts all the elements of S whi h have the elds
spe i ed by  and makes those elds available, i.e. lter  (S ): (k) . We may use this in a query
su h as
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sele t [Name=x.Name, Address=x.Address℄
from x <- lter EmpKind (DB)
where x.Sal > 10,000

The SQL-like syntax is that used in [OBBT89℄, and ould be sugared to a hieve loser similarity with
SQL. The result of this query is a set of ( omplete) re ords, i.e. a relation. There is some similarity
with the * operator of Postgres [SR87℄, however we may use lter on arbitrary kinds and heterogeneous
sets; we are not on ned to the extensionally de ned relations in the database.
2. Sin e kinds denote sets of types, they an be ordered by set in lusion. In parti ular, Empkind is a \subkind" of PersKind. From this, the in lusion lter EmpKind (S )
lter PersKind (S ) will always
hold for any heterogeneous set S . Moreover this in lusion an be tested in the language. Thus the
\data model" (in lusion) inheritan e is derived from an ordering on kinds rather than being something
that must be a hieved by the expli it asso iation of extents with lasses.


3. We have the ability to write fun tions su h as
fun Ri hCustomers(S) = sele t [Name=x.Name, Balan e=x.Balan e℄
from x <- lter EmpKind (DB)
where x.Sal > 30,000

The type inferen e allow the appli ation of this fun tion to any heterogeneous set whose members
ea h have kind <Balan e:'a> where 'a is a type variable. The result is a uniformly typed set, i.e. a
set of type [Name: string, Balan e:'a℄ . Thus the appli ation Ri hCustomers( lter CustKind
(DB)) is valid, but the appli ation Ri hCustomers( lter EmpKind (DB)) will not be allowed.
4. From the ordering on kinds it is possible to obtain a meet and join operation (the de nitions will be
given later.) The unions and interse tions of heterogeneous sets have, respe tively, the join and meet
of their kinds. For example, the following typings are inferred.
f

g

union( lter CustKind (DB), lter EmpKind (DB))
:

fP

(<Name:string, Address:string>)g

interse tion( lter CustKind (DB), lter EmpKind (DB))
: fP (<Name:string, Address:string, Sal:num, Balan e:num>)g.

(interse tion is de nable in the language)
In the following se tions we shall des ribe the basi operations for dealing with sets and partial values.
We shall then develop a polymorphi type system in two steps; rst by giving a base al ulus for expressions
and types from whi h we may establish the soundness of the type system, and then developing a type
inferen e algorithm for the base al ulus.

2 Heterogeneous Sets
As far as a type system is on erned, there is little di eren e among the various olle tion types one might
onsider { lists, sets, bags et ; the typing rules are very similar. The only important issue is whether we
build su h olle tions over a type with equality, whi h is needed for operations like interse tion. For database
work this is important, and we shall therefore take sets over types with equality as our prime example of a
olle tion type.
The basi operations for sets have been des ribed in [OBBT89℄. We brie y review them here:
empty set,
x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn
set onstru tor,
union(s1,s2 ) set union, and
hom(f ,op,z ,s) homomorphi extension
hom is the \pump" operator in [BBKV88℄ and is similar to the \fold" or \redu e" operators of many
fun tional languages. The meaning of hom is expressed by the equation
hom(f ,op,z , ) = z
hom(f ,op,z , x ) = f (x)
hom(f ,op,z ,s) = op(hom(f ,op,z ,s1), hom(f ,op,z ,s2)) where s1 s2 = s and s1 s2 = .
This operation only has a well-de ned result if op is an asso iative and ommutative operation with identity
z . For example, the sum of the set 1,2,3,4
an be expressed as hom(id, add, 0, 1,2,3,4 ), and
its ardinality as hom(fn x => 1, add, 0, 1,2,3,4 ). Here id is the identity fun tion, fn x => 1 is
the fun tion that returns 1 on any argument, add is two-argument addition, and 1,2,3,4 is synta ti
sugar for a set built using the operations union and . . It was noted in [OBBT89℄ that a large number of
set onstru ting forms ould be built using hom. In parti ular, sele t ... from ... where ... is a
synta ti shorthand for more primitive fun tions that may be onstru ted using hom.
A restri ted form of hom that we shall make use of in this paper is homu, de ned as
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fun homu(f,s) = hom(union, f,

whi h is well de ned sin e union and

fg

, s)

fg

have the appropriate properties. Examples of its use are:

fun map(f,s) = homu(fn x => ff(x)g, s)
fun extra t(p,s) = homu(fn x => if p(x) then fxg else
fun flatten(s) = homu(fn x => x, s)

, s)

fg

thus map(even,

f1,2,4g) yields ftrue,falseg, extra t(even,f1,2,4g) yields f2,4g, and flatten(ff2g,
2,3g, f1,4,7gg) yields f1,2,3,4,7g.
While appli ations of homu are always well-de ned, it is up to the programmer to he k that appli ations

f

of the more general hom satisfy the appropriate onditions. A proper understanding how this may be done,
of the relationships between olle tion types or, indeed, the prin iples of programming with them requires
further investigation (see [BS91, BBN91℄.)
We are going to ombine set operations with operations on partial values. These are related to dynami
values, whi h were originally introdu ed by Cardelli [Car86℄ as a means for dealing with persistent values in
a stati ally typed language. A value may be pa kaged together with its type into a value of type Dynami .
Su h values may later be oer ed ba k into values of some spe i type - an operation that may fail if the
type omponent of the dynami value fails to mat h that spe i ed in the oer ion. Dynami values are
\all-or-nothing": reating a dynami value e e tively hides all of its stru ture, whi h an only be re overed
by oer ing it ba k to its full type.
Coer ion | as with other operations we shall need | is an operation that may fail, and how we
represent this failure in a programming language is a matter of taste. Possibilities in lude the introdu tion
of an ex eption handling me hanism or the use of an exhaustive typ ase onstru t. In order not to ompli ate
the language we shall exploit the available bulk type and make su h an operation return a singleton set if it
su eeds and an empty set if it fails. For example, we shall shortly introdu e a oer ion operation as  (e)
whi h oer es a partial value e to kind  if it has the appropriate type. If it an be so oer ed to a value v,
this expression yields v , otherwise it yields . One of the advantages of this approa h is that it provides
a ompa t representation of many programs that return sets (see, for example, lter below.)
Our partial values an be thought of as dynami values with some of their stru ture exposed. Thus
when we have a partial type assertion of the form e: (<Name:string, Address:string>) we not only
mean that e has Name and Address elds (i.e. that e.Name and e.Address are legitimate expressions of type
string); we also mean that there are further operations that may be applied to e to expose more of the
value. There are four su h operations of whi h the last three may fail. For these we adopt our strategy of
returning singleton or empty sets.:
1. dynami (e). This is used to onstru t a dynami value and has type (< >) where < > is the
singleton kind and  is the type of e. A heterogeneous set ould be onstru ted by
f g

fg

P

P

dynami ([Name = "Joe", Age = 10℄), dynami ([Name = "Jane", Balan e = 109.54℄)g

f

This has type
fP

fP (<Name:string>)g, whi h is the meet of fP (<[Name:string, Age:num>)g and
(<[Name:string, Balan e:num℄>)g. Typi ally a \foreign" database might ontain su h sets about

whi h we have no initial type information.
2. as  (e) whi h, for any kind  \exposes" the properties of e spe i ed by the kind . This returns a
singleton set ontaining the partial value if the oer ion is possible and the empty set if it is not. For
example, if e = as <Name:string> (dynami ([Name = "Joe", Balan e = 43.21℄)), e will have
partial type (<Name:string>) and an expression su h as sele t x.Name from x <- e will type
he k, while sele t x.Balan e from x <- e will not.
Using as and homu we are now in a position to onstru t the lter operation, mentioned in the
introdu tion, whi h ties the in lusion of extents to the ordering on kinds. Be ause we do not have type
parameters, it annot be de ned in the language. However it an be treated as a synta ti abbreviation:
fP

g

lter



(S )



homu(fn x =>

as



(x),S )

3. oer e  (e) oer es the partial value denoted by e to a ( omplete) value of type  . This will only
su eed if the type omponent of e is  . Again, if the operation su eeds we return the singleton
set, otherwise we return the empty set. For example oer e [Name:string℄ (dynami ([Name =
"Jane", Balan e = 109.54℄)) will yield the empty set while oer e [Name:string, Balan e:num℄
(dynami ([Name = "Jane", Balan e = 109.54℄)) will return the set [Name = "Jane", Balan e
f

= 109.54℄g

4. fuse(e1; e2) ombines the partial values denoted by e1 and e2 . This will only su eed if the ( omplete)
values of e1 and e2 are equal. If e1 has kind 1 and e2 has kind 2 then fuse(e1; e2 ) will have kind
1 2 . If
t

e1
e2
e3
e4

=(dynami ([Name = "Jane", Age = 21, Balan e
= as <Name:string> e1 ,
= as <Age:num> e1 , and
= as <Name:string> dynami ([Name = "Jane"℄),

= 109.54℄)),

then homu(fuse,union(e2; e3 )) will be a singleton set of type (<Name:string, Age:num>) while
fuse(e2; e4) will return an empty set. Note that fuse requires arguments of types on whi h equality is
de ned; in some sense it an be regarded as an operation that is more basi than equality for we an
ompute whether the partial values v1 and v2 are equal (as omplete values) by empty(fuse(v1; v2 )).
Complete values have nothing to do with \obje t identity". The ombination of partial types with
some form of referen e does not appear to represent any great diÆ ulties, but is not dealt with here.
fuse may be used to de ne set interse tion as in
fP

g

fun fuse1(x,s) = homu(fn y => fuse(x,y), s)
fun interse tion(s1,s2) = homu(fn y => fuse1(y,s2), s1)

We now give a formal des ription of the language.

3 The Base Cal ulus
This se tion de nes the base al ulus as an extension of the simply typed lambda al ulus and its operational
semanti s. We then establish the soundness of the type system. This al ulus requires expli it type spe i ations and does not support polymorphism. This is an intermediate language in our formal development.
The full language is the base al ulus together with ML style type inferen e system we shall develop in the
next se tion, where expressions need no type spe i ations as in the examples we have shown.
3.1

Expressions

The set of expressions of the base al ulus is given by the following syntax:
M

::= ( : ) j x j fn x: => M j M (M ) j [l=M ,: : :,l=M ℄ j M .l
(fg:f g) j fM g j union(M ,M ) j hom(M ,M ,M ,M ) j
dynami (M : ) j fuse(M ,M ) j as  (M ) j oer e  (M )

j

modify(M ,l,M )

j

( : ) stands for typed onstants and M (M ) for fun tion appli ation. modify(M1,l,M2) is eld modi ation (or update) whi h reates a new re ord by modifying the l eld of the re ord M1 to M2. In this simply
typed al ulus, this operation is redundant as it is de nable by using eld sele tion and re ord onstru tion.
With the type inferen e and ML polymorphism we shall develop later, however, this operation has more
general polymorphi type than the equivalent expression and plays an important role in de ning generi
ode involving re ords. We have already explained all the other term onstru tors that are not part of a
standard al ulus with re ords.

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::





[l1 :1 ,: : :,

ln :n ,: : :℄

P (<[l1 :1 ,: : :, l : ,: : :℄>)
P (<l1 :1 , : : :,l : ,: : :>)
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :, l : ,: : :> )
n

n

n

n
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[l1 :1 ,: : :,

n

ln :n ,: : :,lm :m ℄

P (<[l1 :1 ,: : :, l : ,: : :,l
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :, l :
n

eq

n

:m ℄>)
eq
)
n ,: : :>

m

n

< >
any
eq
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >eq
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >eq
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >eq

Figure 1: The Kinding Relation
3.2

Types, Kinds and Typing Rules

The set of types (ranged over by  ) and the set of eqtypes (i.e. types with omputable equality, ranged over
by ) are de ned by the following syntax:
 ::= b
beq
[l: ,: : :,l: ℄



()
 ::= beq
[l: ,: : :,l: ℄

()
b stands for base types and beq for those with omputable equality.  and  stands for kinds and eqkinds
de ned by the syntax:
 ::= < >
<l: ,: : :,l: > any
 ::= < >
<l: ,: : :,l: >eq eq
In our formal development, kinds denote sets of types sharing ommon operations. < > is the kind of the
singleton set of type  . any is the kind of all types and eq is the kind of all eqtypes. We write  ::  if the
type  has the kind . Figure 1 de nes this relation. Kinds are used to de ne typing rules for elimination
operations for dynami values. It also plays an important role in developing a type inferen e algorithm in
se tion 4.
In order to assign types to union and fuse in su h a way that the type system a hieves the desired
oupling of lasses and extents we have advo ated, we de ne the following ordering on partial types indu ed
by their kind stru tures. For simpli ity in this de nition, we assume that the labels in any re ord type or
re ord kind o ur in some standard order.
P (any)  P ()
P (eq)  P ()
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :,l : >)  P (<[l1 :1 ,: : :, l: ,: : :℄>) if    (1  i  n)
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :,l : >)  P (<l1 :1 ,: : :, l: ,: : :>) if    (1  i  n)
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :,l : >)  P (<l1 :1 ,: : :, l: ,: : :> ) if    (1  i  n)
P (<l1 :1 ,: : :,l : > )  P (<[l1 :1 ,: : :, l: ,: : :,l : ℄>) if    (1  i  n)
P (<l1 :1 , : : :,l : > )  P (<l1 :1 ,: : :, l: ,: : :> ) if    (1  i  n)
The ordering on types is the smallest re exive relation ontaining the above relation. This ordering orresponds to the set in lusion ordering on kinds. The ordering has the following property:
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is a partial order with pairwise bounded joins and meets.
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Using these de nitions, we an now de ne the type system as a proof system for typings of the form
:  where is a fun tion from a nite set of variables to types, alled a type assignment. Figure 2
shows some of the typing rules. The partiality of partial types is in reased by the rule (union), de reased by
the rule (fuse) and hanged by the rule (as). Note that the ordering on partial types is used to ontrol the
hange of the partiality in rules (fuse) and (union). (The omplete set of typing and redu tion rules will be
given in a full paper.)
The al ulus has a stati type- he king algorithm. This follows from the following:
A

>M

A

A >M :  (1  i  n)
A >[l1 =M1 ,: : :,l =M ℄ : [l1 :1 ,: : :,l : ℄
A >M : 1
if 1 ::<l:2 >
A >M .l : 2
A >M1 : f1 g
A >M2 : f2 g
if 3 = 1 u 2
A >union(M1 ,M2 ) : f3 g
A >M2 : 2
A >M1 : 1
if 3 = 1 t 2
A >fuse(M1 ,M2 ) : f3 g
A >M : 
A >dynami (M ) : P (< >)
A >M : P ()
A >as(M :P ( )) : fP ( )g
Figure 2: Some of the Typing Rules for the Base Cal ulus
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Proposition 2 For any expression M and A, there is at most one  su h that A >M :  . Moreover, there
is an algorithm whi h, given
it reports failure.

A

and

M,

omputes the unique



su h that

A

>M

:



if one exists; otherwise

This is proved by proving the stronger statement that any term has at most one typing derivation. The
proof is by indu tion on the number of appli ations of typing rules.
3.3

Operational Semanti s

Following [Tof88℄, we give an operational semanti s by de ning a set of rules, whi h redu e losed terms to
anoni al values. Let E stands for variable environments whi h map nite set of variables to anoni al values.
We write E x v for the fun tion E su h that dom(E ) = dom(E ) x , E (x) = v and E (y) = E (x)
for any y = x. The set of anoni al values for our language (ranged over by v) is de ned as follows:
f
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::= ( :b)

losure(E ,x,M )

j

[l=v ,: : :,l=v ℄

j

j fv

,: : :,v g

( ,v )

j

j

wrong

where losure(E ,x,M ) stands for fun tion losures, and wrong is the anoni al value of a run time type
error. Among the set of anoni al values, we need to single out the set of of anoni al eqvalues (ranged over
by d) as:
d

::= ( :beq )

j

[l=d,: : :,l=d℄

,: : :,dg

j fd

j

( ,d)

For anoni al values of sets, we assume an appropriate equivalen e relation and onsider them as equivalen e
lasses.
We write E M = v to denote that M is redu ed to a anoni al value v under the variable environment
E . We de ne the extent [ ℄ of a kind  as 
[ ℄ i there is some  su h that   and  :: . Figure 3
shows some of the redu tion rules.
For anoni al values, we an de ne their a tual types. We write = v :  if v has type  . The rules for
typings of anoni al values are given in gure 4. Note that anoni al values have in general multiple typings
but wrong has none.
We an then show the following theorem.
`
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Theorem 1 (Soundness of the Type System) Let ;A ; ;E respe tively be the empty type assignment and
the empty variable environment. For any losed expression M , if ;A >M :  and ;E ` M =) v then
j= v :  .

We write E = if dom(E ) = dom( ) and for all x dom( ), = E (x) : (x). The theorem is proved by
showing the following stronger property by indu tion on the stru ture of expressions.
For any variable environment E and any typing >M :  , if E = and E M = v then
= v : .
j

A

A

2

A

A

j

j

A

j

A

`

)

` x =) if x 2 dom(E ) then E (x) else wrong
E ` M1 =) losure(E ,x,M2 ), E ` M3 =) v1 , E fx 7! v1 g ` M2 =) v2
E ` M1 (M3 ) =) v2
E ` M =)[l1 =v1 ,: : :,l =v ℄ or ( ,[l1 =v1 ,: : :,l =v ℄)
E ` M .l =) v (1  i  n)
E ` M1 =) d1
E ` M2 =) d2
E ` M1 =) d
E ` M2 =) d
(if d1 6= d2 )
E ` fuse(M1 ,M2 ) =) fdg
E ` fuse(M1 ,M2 ) =) fg
E ` M =) (1 ,v )
E ` M =) ( ,v )
(if  2 [ ℄ )
(if 1 62 [ ℄ )
E ` as  (M ) =) f( ,v )g
E ` as  (M ) =) fg
Figure 3: Some of the Redu tion Rules
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j= ( : ) : 
j= fun(E ,x,M ) : 1 ! 2 (if 8v: if j= v : 1 and E fx 7! vg ` M =) v then j= v
j= v : 
j= [l1 =v1 ,: : :,l =v ℄ : [l1 :1 ,: : :,l : ℄
j= v : 
j= fv1 ,: : :,v g : f g
j= v : 
(if  2 [ ℄ )
j= ( ,v) : P ()
Figure 4: The Typing Rules for Canoni al Values
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Sin e wrong has no typing, this theorem implies the following.
Corollary 1 For any losed expression M , if >M :  and E
;A

3.4

;

`

M

=

)

v

then

v

= wrong.
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Programming Examples I: Representing Extent In lusion

We now show how this al ulus a hieves the extent in lusion by examples. We use pairs (M ,N ), produ t
type 1 *2 and n-argument fun tion de nition of the form fun f (x,: : :,x) = . They are easily de ned
using re ords. Again note that the examples below arry type spe i ations but in our full language they
an be omitted.
All of the fun tions we have introdu ed in previous se tions are indeed de nable fun tions in the base
al ulus (with appropriate type spe i ations). For example, fuse1 and interse t be ome


fun fuse1 (x:1,s:f2g) = homu(fn (y:2)=>fuse(x,y), s)
fun interse t (s1:f1g,s2:f2g) = homu(fn (x:1 )=>fuse1(x,s2), s1)

whi h have the following typings:
fuse1 : 1 * 2
1 2
interse t : 1 * 2
1
f

g!f

f

g f

t

g

g!f

t

2 g

Re all that PersKind is de ned as <Name:string, Address:string> and EmpKind as <Name:string,
Address:string, Sal:num>. The fun tion
fun Person of(S:P (any)) = lter PersKind (S)

is then of type

fP

(any)g

! fP

(PersKind)g and

fun Employee of(S:P (any)) = lter EmpKind (S)

P

T

()
<l :T ;:::;ln :Tn ;:::>
t 1 1
<l :T ;:::;ln :Tn ;:::>
u 1 1
[l1 :T1 ,: : :,ln :Tn ,: : :℄
P (<[l1 :1 , : : :,ln :n ,: : :℄>)
P (<l1 :1 , : : :,ln :n ,: : :>)
P (<l1 :1 , : : :,ln :n ,: : :>eq )

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

U
P
<l1 :T1 ,: : :,ln :Tn >
<l1 :T1 ,: : :,ln :Tn >
<l1 :T1 ,: : :,ln :Tn >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >
<l1 :1 ,: : :,ln :n >

Figure 5: The Kinding Relation on Type S hemes
is of type (any)
(EmpKind) . By the de nition of the operational semanti s, it is always the ase
that if E as  M = ( ,v) then E as  M = ( ,v) for any ;  su h that [ ℄ [  ℄ .
Sin e [ EmpKind℄ [ PersKind℄ , for any heterogeneous set expression M , it follows that Employee of(M )
and Person of(M ) respe tively yield sets S1 and S2 of anoni al values su h that S1 S2 . Thus the
in lusion relationship is derived from the relationship on kinds.
So far, we have only aptured the in lusion relation of extents in a stati type system. In the next se tion,
we will develop ML style type inferen e system and show that the desired features of method inheritan e
between those sets are also automati ally a hieved by ML style polymorphism.
fP

g

! fP

`

g

) f

g

0

`

) f

g
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4 Type Inferen e Algorithm
Type inferen e is a method used to infer the set of all derivable typings for a given untyped term. Let e stand
for the set of untyped terms obtained form the terms of the base al ulus by erasing all type spe i ations
of the form fn x: => M; ( :  ); dynami (M : ). We write >e :  if there is some M su h that
e is the type erasure of M and
>M :  . The type inferen e problem is then stated as the problem to
onstru t a representation of the set ( ;  ) >e : 
To solve this problem, we de ne onditional typing s hemes [OB88℄ to represent sets of typings. This is
the re nement of type s hemes [Hin69, Mil78℄ with synta ti onditions on substitutions of type variables,
whi h are needed to represent onstraints asso iated with some of our typing rules. Some of the onditions
an be integrated dire tly in type s hemes by re ning them as kinded (eq)type s hemes by introdu ing kind
onstraints on (eq)type variables [Oho90℄. The appropriate set of kinded type s hemes (ranged over by T )
and kinded eqtype s hemes (ranged over by E ) are give as:
T ::= tK
uK
b
beq
[l:T ,: : :,l:T ℄ T T
()
K
eq
E ::= u
b
[l:E ,: : :,l:E ℄
()
tK ; uK are kinded type variables and kinded eqtype variables respe tively ranging over types and eqtypes. K
denote kind s hemes whi h onstrain their instantiation. ;  are kinds and eqkinds we have de ned for the
base al ulus. The set of kind s hemes appropriate for our al ulus is:
K ::= U
P <l:T ,: : :,l:T >
where U is the universal kind s heme, P is the partial kind s heme and <l:,: : :,l:> stands for re ord kind
s hemes. The kinding relation is given in gure 5. The notion of substitutions is re ned to represent kind
onstraints. A kind preserving substitution  is a fun tion from the set of kinded type variables to kinded
type s hemes su h that (tK ) = tK for only nitely many tK , it maps eqtype variables to eqtype s hemes,
and (tK ) :: (K ) for all tK . The notion of uni er and most general uni ers are de ned as usual. Robinson's
uni ation algorithm is re ned to kinded type s hemes:
fg f g

A

A

f A

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

g

jA

j

!

j P

j P

j
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Proposition 3 There is an algorithm U whi h omputes a most general kind preserving uni er of a given
set of pairs (equations) of kinded type s hemes if one exists; otherwise it reports failure.

This is a simple extension of a result shown in [Oho90℄.

In order to represent the onstraints asso iated with the rules (union) and (fuse), we have to introdu e
expli it onditions on substitutions of type variables. The following de nitions are straightforward adaptation
of the method developed in [OB88℄. De ne onditions as formula of the forms: T = lub(T ; T ) or T =
glb(T ; T ). We say that a kind preserving substitution  is ground for X if, for any type variable tK in X ,
(tK ) is a type. A substitution  ground for satis es a ondition , denoted by  = , if
1.
T1 = lub(T2; T3 ) and (T1 ) = (T2 ) (T3 ), or
2.
T1 = glb(T2; T3 ) and (T1 ) = (T2 ) (T3 ).
Let C be a set of onditions,  be an assignment of kinded type s hemes to variables. De ne  = C i
 = for all
C . A onditional prin ipal typing s heme is a formula of the form C;  >e : T su h that
>e :  i there is a kind preserving substitution  su h that  = C , (x) = ((x)) for all x
dom()
and  = (T ). Sin e the de nition of onditional typing s hemes and the onditions have similar properties
of those in [OB88℄, the following theorem an be proved similarly.
Theorem 2 There is an algorithm whi h, given an untyped term e, returns either (C; ; T ) of failure
su h that if (e) = (C; ; T ) then C;  >e : T is a prin ipal onditional typing s heme otherwise e has no
j



t



u

j

j

2

A

j

A

2

P

P

typing.
4.1

Programming Examples II: Coupling Classes and Extents

We now show examples to demonstrate how we a hieve inheritan e through ML style polymorphism. Moreover, the introdu tion of the ordering on partial types, inheritan e is naturally oupled with the in lusion of
extents we have examined in the previous se tion.
Suppose we have two set expressions Employees and Students for whi h the following typings are
inferred:
Employees :
Students :

(<Name:string, Address:string, Sal:num>)g
(<Name:string, Address:string, Advisor:string>)g

fP
fP

Let SupportedStudents = interse t(Employees, Student) where interse t is the fun tion we have
de ned in se tion 2. If we follow the same reasoning of se tion 3.4, we an see that SupportedStudents
Students and SupportedStudents
Employees, as desired.
Next, we show how method inheritan e is a hieved. Suppose we de ne the fun tions




fun advisors S = homu(fn x => x.Advisor, S);
fun add salary S = homu(fn x=>modify(x, Sal, x.Sal + 500), S);

For them, the type system infers the following s hemes (we omit the kind tag U.)
;; ;

>

;; ;

>

advisor : ft1<Advisor:t2 > g ! ft2 g
add salary : ft1<Sal:num> g ! ft1<Sal:num> g

By kind preserving instantiation, the type system allows them to be applied respe tively to Students and
Employees. We an think of these polymorphi fun tions as \methods" appli able to Students and Employee
respe tively. As we have advo ated, we expe t both of the two fun tions to be appli able to the interse tion
SupportedStudents. This is automati ally a hieved in our type system. The type system infers the following
onditional typing for interse t:
ft1

= lub(t2,t3 )g,;

>

interse t :

*

ft2 g ft3 g ! ft1 g

and from this, it infers the following typing:
SupportedStudents :

fP

(<Name:string, Address:string, Sal:num, Advisor:string>)g

Again, by kind preserving instantiation, the type system allows both of the above two fun tions to be applied
to SupportedStudents. Moreover the results of these appli ation do not show any loss of type information.
For example, the type of add salary(SupportedStudents) is the same as that of SupportedStudents as
desired.
Thus we have su essfully onstru ted a type system that a hieves the desired oupling of inheritan e of
methods and in lusion of extents. To our knowledge no other stati ally typed programming language allows
this oupling.

5 Con lusions and Further Investigation
The ombination of partial types with the appropriate \bulk" data type provides a method of dealing with
heterogeneous olle tions in a stati ally typed language. However these two additions to the type system
are almost independent of one another. The only basi operations in whi h they intera t are as, oer e
and fuse whi h return singleton or empty olle tions. It would be possible to des ribe partial types without
making use of a olle tion type. This is a onvenien e that avoids the need to deal with run-time ex eptions
or a spe i sum (variant) type to handle the ases in whi h these operations fail. The hoi e is a matter
of taste. Another su h matter is whether as or oer e should be restri ted to arrying partial values into
\more spe i " kinds or values.
We have dis ussed only one example, the set, of a olle tion type in detail. An almost identi al a ount
ould be given for heterogeneous lists, and it appears possible to use the same te hniques in onne tion
with other bulk types su h as bags or ordered sets. What we do not yet understand is what is the general
hara terization of olle tion types? Why do partial types appear to t naturally with ertain types and not
with others? This seems to all for a rather general insight into programming stru tures.
The ordering on types we have exploited is trivial ex ept on partial re ord types. Does it need to be
extended to other types? For database and obje t-oriented programming, the notion of \obje t identity",
whi h appears to be similar to referen e, is often invoked. It seems to be straightforward to extend the
ordering to work on referen e types. However, it is not lear that we need to extend it, say, to fun tion
types. At issue here is whether there is some useful \information" ordering on fun tions. There are ertainly
useful extensionally de ned fun tions in databases { hash tables and B-trees for example, but is there a
natural partial des ription of su h stru tures as there is for re ords?
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